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GIT 

● CREATOR
Linus Torvalds (hence it works, and fast)

● WHAT
Source Code Management (SCM) system

● WHEN
18 April 2005†

† The development started on the 3rd of April of the same year. ☺

It is open-source (GPL) and distributed: no need to have a 
central repo (e.g. CVS, Subversion) where to commit changes 

⇒ each working directory is a fully-fledged repository 
with own history and full capabilities. 

“the stupid content tracker”
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Some Basics (I) 

● SHA-1 hash values
Every commit has a snapshot, bound with (and 
referred to by) its checksum ⇒ integrity. Example:

393a2a672821c04617dee2d5ea85b11464056b1c†

Usually (~98% of the cases) a commit will look like:

commit <some-hash-value>
Author: Dimitar Misev <misev@rasdaman.com>
Date:   <some-date>
    <some-message>

† Usually the first 6-7 chars of the hash are enough to identify a commit.

mailto:misev@rasdaman.com
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Some Basics (II) 

● The 3 states
– MODIFIED

A file has been modified, nothing more.

– STAGED git add
A modified file has been marked so that it will be 
included in the next commit snapshot.
A file (staging area, or index) in the GIT project 
directory .git/  keeps track of the staged changes. 

– COMMITTED git commit
Changes to a file are included in the new current

commit (HEAD).



Some Basics (III) 

● Remotes git remote
They are remote† versions of your repository 
(⇒decentralization) and are useful either when 
collaborating with others, or as simple backups. 

When a project is cloned from a remote repository, 
this latter one is called origin by default.

† Over network or Internet, somewhere else from your local machine.

> git remote – -verbose
origin git://kahlua.eecs.jacobs-university.de/rasdaman.git (fetch)
origin git://kahlua.eecs.jacobs-university.de/rasdaman.git (push)

●



Some Basics (IV) 

● Branches git branch / git checkout
Every commit has 0 or more parents: 0 for the first 
commit, 1 for a normal commit, N parents for 
commits resulted from a  merge of branches.
The default branch is called master.

For instance, commit  H is the merging of G and G'.

               E” --- F” --- G”   topicB
              /
              | E'--- F'--- G'  topicA
              |/             \
∙ A-->B---C---D---E---F---G---H---I  master
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Get started
● Clone the  rasdaman  project:

● Set your contact information:

● Set your favorite editor, that is vim :

> git clone git://kahlua.eecs.jacobs-university.de/rasdaman.git
> cd ./rasdaman

> git config user.name "Rob Zombie"
> git config user.email rob@jacobs-university.de

> echo “ export GIT_EDITOR=vim”  >> ~/.bashrc
> source ~/.bashrc
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Create a remote copy (I)

● Firstly, initialize a empty repository in the remote 
server:

This repo is created as bare: it does not provide a working tree, 
as you are not meant to physically work there; it just records 

commits, branches, etc. when you push to it, and gives you 
the latest versions when you clone or pull from it.

<user>@<host>:~$ git init --bare --shared rasdaman.git
<user>@<host>:~$ ls -a rasdaman.git/ 
. .. branches config description HEAD hooks info objects refs

REASON: backups; bridge between repositories on 
different hosts (e.g. your laptop and office).

http://www.wordreference.com/definition/bare
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Create a remote copy (II)

● Add the remote location to my local repository:

> git remote add backup ssh://<user>@<host>:/path/to/rasdaman.git
> git remote 
backup
origin # ---> kahlua

> git checkout topic1 # need to move to the branch.
> git push backup topic1

> git config --get remote.backup.url

● Example: push branch  topic1  to the remote copy:

● Forgot URL  backup remote?
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Quick patch (I)

● Before making changes to the project, always align 
your copy to the latest changes in origin :
> cd ./rasdaman # or wherever in the directory tree of rasdaman.
> git fetch # read remote index (from 'origin' by default).
> git log -1 --pretty=format:'%h %an | %ar | %s' origin
d9fe1ac Alireza Rezaei Mahdiraji | 3 weeks ago | Collecting [… ]
> git reset – -hard d9fe1ac
HEAD is now at d9fe1ac Collecting [… ]

synchronize your HEAD

 Running directly  git pull might end up in a new local 
commit that merges origin's HEAD with some changes in 

your local copy you might have forgotten.
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Quick patch (II)

● After making the changes to the file(s), stage them:
> vim -p PetascopeInterface.java ConfigManager.java
[...]
> git add PetascopeInterface.java ConfigManager.java
> git status
On branch master
# Changes to be committed:
#   (use "git reset HEAD <file>..." to unstage)
#
# modified:   PetascopeInterface.java
# modified:   ConfigManager.java
[...]

modify and stage

 Always mind the advices and suggestions 
in the output of the git commands.
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Quick patch (III)

● Now just commit and format the patch:

● Then submit it to the patch manager of rasdaman:
http://rasdaman.eecs.jacobs-university.de/trac/rasdaman/patchmanager

> git commit -m “ My brief description of the patch.”
[testing 670418d] My brief description of the patch.
 2 files changed, 11 insertions(+), 3 deletions(-)
> git format-patch HEAD~1 # = with changes of the last 1 commit
0001-My-brief-description-of-the-patch.patch

 Before committing, take care that you didn't lose alignment with  origin 
because of some accepted patch in the meantime that might clash:

> git stash # get back to a clean working directory
> git pull # apply the new remote changes to your repo
> git stash pop # restore your stashed changes: now commit them.

commit and format

http://rasdaman.eecs.jacobs-university.de/trac/rasdaman/patchmanager


Quick patch (IV)
● In the unlucky case that your changes are in conflict  with 

new pulled commits, you need to manually solve them and 
then you can drop the stash from the stack:
> git stash pop
Auto-merging PetascopeInterface.java
CONFLICT (content): Merge conflict in PetascopeInterface.java
> vim PetascopeInterface.java
<<<<<<< Updated upstream String key = null;
String key=null, val=null; String val = null;
=======
String key;
String val;
>>>>>>> Stashed changes 
> git stash list
stash@{0}: WIP on master: d9fe1ac Collecting [… ]
> git stash drop stash@{0} # now you are aligned: add and commit!




solve conflicts
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Days-long patch (I)

● Stashing/popping could still work, but you might want to 
backup your work on a remote branch to let you pull  from it 
afterwards from an other machine (e.g. your home laptop for the 
weekend ☺).

● Proposed workflow:                git push / git rebase

1.    Daily commits + backup, until you finish the task; 

2.    Group your commits into a single patch-commit;

3.    Move your patch-commit on top of all the new commits  
   that were applied to origin in the meantime;

4.    Format the patch and upload it;

be redundant
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Days-long patch (II)

                E---F---G  topic : daily commits on my
               /                   new branch
∙ A-->B---C---D  master

                E'  topic :  group commits E, F and G
               /            (job finished)
∙ A-->B---C---D---H---I  master : new applied patches

                        E'  topic : move my changes
                       /            on top of I
∙ A-->B---C---D---H---I  master







branchview



Days-long patch (III)

Create a separate new branch for your work:

Daily work: modify the files; when you're finished then 
stage, commit and backup your changes:

> vim -p <whatever>
[...]
> git status
> git add that-file.cc that-other-file.hh …  last-file.sh.in
> git commit -m “ What I did today …  “
> git push backup newtopic # …  to my 'backup' remote



commandview: setup

> git checkout -b mytopic # create new branch and move there
> git branch
  master
* mytopic # mind the star





Days-long patch (IV)

Job finished. Group your changes into one commit with 
meaningful message for the patch:

commandview: multiplex

> git rebase --interactive HEAD~2 # simple case: 2 commits
 pick 222855e “ commit 12oct”   pick 222855e “ commit 12oct”
 pick 5a20f20 “ commit 13oct”   squash 5a20f20 “ commit 13oct”  






I squashed (merged) the second commit into the previous 
one. After :wq-ing, you will be asked to adapt the messages:

# This is a combination of 2 commits.    # This is a combination of 2 commits.
# The first commit's message is:    # The first commit's message is:
commit 12oct    Fixed this stuff (ticket 666).
# This is the 2nd commit message:
commit 13oct
[...] Successfully rebased and updated refs/heads/testing.


   :wq
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Days-long patch (V)

The unique commit of the patch might probably need to be 
moved on top of  origin's HEAD:   

commandview: move on top

> git fetch origin # update origin's history.
> git rebase origin # move current branch on top of origin.



In case of conflicts, rebasing will be suspended 'til you fix 
them. Once done, continue rebasing (then format patch) : 

[...] CONFLICT (content): Merge conflict in WcsUtil.java
Failed to merge in the changes.
> vim WcsUtil.java # fix conflict(s) [… ] 
> git add WcsUtil.java # mark it as resolved.
> git rebase --continue # proceed 'til end (or next conflict ☺)
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Warnings (I)

● Never stage intentionally untracked files (e.g. Makefiles)

– To check whether a file is tracked by git, you can run:

untracked files

> git ls-files update_petascopedb.sh.in – -error-unmatch
update_petascopedb.sh.in #  tracked
> git ls-files update_petascopedb.sh – -error-unmatch
error: pathspec 'update_petascopedb.sh' did not match any file(s) 
known to git. #  untracked

– To unstage an untracked file accidentally added to the 
index: 

> git add update_petascopedb.sh # …  ops
> git reset HEAD update_petascopedb.sh # unstage it
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Warnings (II)

● Remember to avoid simple  rm  when deleting files from 
the project, they need to be staged as well:

deleting files

> rm NoMoreNeededClass.java # …  or directly:
> git rm NoMoreNeededClass.java
rm applications/petascope/src/main/java/petascope/NoMoreNeededClass.java

– To restore a file accidentally deleted:

> git checkout – - DidNotWantToDropThis.java # from HEAD by default

 NOTE: only staged changes – if changes were ever done on the 
deleted file – will be restored, otherwise try this and start praying.

http://foremost.sourceforge.net/


Warnings (III)

● Upon merges/rebasing, this might happen:

> git branch
  master
* topic
> git push backup topic
To <user>@<host>:/path/to/rasdaman.git
 ! [rejected]        topic -> topic (non-fast-forward)

This is because bare repositories (backup) only accept 
linear history changes on a branch: A->B->C and so on.
Just delete the branch on the remote and re-push again:

nonfastforward updates

<user>@<host>:~/rasdaman.git$ git branch -D topic
Deleted branch topic (was ea6873f).
> git push backup topic
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Q&A (I)

● Which changes have “I” done until now? git diff
> git diff # view unstaged changes 
> git diff – -cached # view changes staged for commit (git-added)

● Which changes did commit 3966eef? git show
> git show 3966eef # see all changes in the code
Hint: '/\+\+\+' then 'n'/'N' to move through the output
> git show 3966eef --stat # see only a summary of changes†

commit 3966eef2077a5adbf649c35430f753791b7967d2
Author: Somebody Someone <foo@jacobs-university.de>
Date:   Fri Oct 26 13:15:52 2012 +0200
    Description of this commit.
 ./util/WcsUtil.java               |   39 ++++++++++++++------
 1 file changed, 26 insertions(+), 13 deletions(-)

† The same ' – -stat' option can be used with git-log.
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Q&A (II)
● Which commits changed the file† thisFile.xyz ? git log
> git log --pretty=format:'%h %an | %ar | %s' /path/to/thisFile.xyz
57b100b Piero Campalani | 3 months ago | Reasoning why I did this.
d2afcfd Dimitar Misev   | 4 months ago | Hyper-brief reason.

Then use git show to inspect those changes:
> git show d2afcfd /path/to/thisFile.xyz

● Which commits introduced or removed an instance 
of thisString ? 

† The same holds for changes on any file inside a specified directory.

> git log --pretty=format:'%h %an | %ar | %s' -S'thisString'
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Q&A (III)
● How to remove thisFile.xyz from my last (unpatched!†) 

commit ?
> git show — -stat | grep thisFile.xyz # show “ HEAD” , by default
 ./path/to/thisFile.xyz            |    2 +-
> git reset HEAD~1 /path/to/thisFile.xyz
> git commit --amend -v
(You have now the chance also to change the message of the commit)
> git show — -stat | grep thisFile.xyz
> # --> the file is not in the commit anymore

● How was thisFile.xyz at a precedent commit?

† Otherwise just let it there and push a new patch that fixes the error.

> git show 8f27e6:/path/to/thisFile.xyz # explicit checksum.
> git show v8.2:/path/to/thisFile.xyz # tag label.



Q&A (IV)
● What are the tags of rasdaman ?

> git tag — -list | tr '\n' '|' # labels only
v8.0|v8.1|v8.2|v8.2.1|v8.3|v8.3.1|
> git show-ref – -tags # labels and correspondent commits

● How can I test something on the main repo without a new 
clone while I am developing a patch?
> git fetch
> git checkout -b temporary origin/HEAD 

> git checkout master
> git pull

In case you are working on your 
master branch, and need to 
create a new one for kahlua.

In case you are working on a 
separate branch, leaving master 
as your local copy of kahlua.

NOTE: before a  checkout, you might often need to either 
stash or commit your changes to avoid losing data.
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Final suggestions
● Again, keep always a backup of your work (this suggestion 

is more generally valid for life):
> git push my-backup-server my-current-branch # or good old:
> tar czvf rasdaman-29oct.tar.gz rasdaman/ 

● Use colored git output:

> git config --global color.ui auto # also: always and never

● Use branches: locally compare behavior of kahlua; do real 
merging of changes (and no overwriting):
> git checkout -b new-branch # start new branch from HEAD.
> git rebase master # move on top of new patches.



References

● Official Web Site
http://git-scm.com/

● GIT book
http://git-scm.com/book

● Linus' talk at Google (2007)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XpnKHJAok8

● Wiki page @ kahlua (~outdated)
http://kahlua.eecs.jacobs-university.de/trac/wiki/wiki/GitRepositories

● Nice tutorial
http://schacon.github.com/git/gittutorial.html

● Nice commands reference 
http://gitref.org/

●  > man git-*

http://git-scm.com/
http://git-scm.com/book
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XpnKHJAok8
http://kahlua.eecs.jacobs-university.de/trac/wiki/wiki/GitRepositories
http://schacon.github.com/git/gittutorial.html
http://gitref.org/
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